DEPARTURE ROUTE DESCRIPTION

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 17C: Climb heading 176° to intercept course 185° to cross LARRN at or above 5000, then on track 253° to GIGEM, then on track 265° to RBBIT, thence . . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAYS 17R: Climb heading 176° to intercept course 184° to cross LARRN at or above 5000, then on track 253° to GIGEM, then on track 265° to RBBIT, thence . . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAYS 18L/R: Climb heading 176° to 1120, then direct to cross LARRN at or above 5000, then on track 253° to GIGEM, then on track 265° to RBBIT, thence . . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 35C: Climb heading 356° to intercept course 325° to GVINE, then on track 262° to cross K MART at or above 5500, then on track 259° to MARSN, then on track 228° to RBBIT, thence . . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 35L: Climb heading 356° to intercept course 327° to GVINE, then on track 262° to cross K MART at or above 5500, then on track 259° to MARSN, then on track 228° to RBBIT, thence . . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 36L: Climb heading 356° to intercept course 340° to GVINE, then on course 262° to cross K MART at or above 5500, then on track 259° to MARSN, then on track 228° to RBBIT, thence . . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 36R: Climb heading 356° to intercept course 338° to GVINE, then on course 262° to cross K MART at or above 5500, then on track 259° to MARSN, then on track 228° to RBBIT, thence . . . .

. . . . on track 261° to LYNDE, then on track 261° to WSTEX, then on (transition). Maintain 10000, expect filed altitude ten minutes after departure.

TAKEOFF RUNWAYS 31L/R: Climb heading assigned by ATC, expect RADAR vectors to RBBIT, thence . . . .

. . . . on track 261° to LYNDE, then on track 261° to WSTEX, then on (transition). Maintain 5000, expect filed altitude ten minutes after departure.

CIKAN TRANSITION (WSTEX2.CIKAN)
DOSXX TRANSITION (WSTEX2.DOSXX)